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Second-order nonlinear difference equations have been the subject of investigations by many 
authors. This is probably due to the fact that such equations are functional relations involving 
three consecutive terms of sequences, and are next in the complexity scale to functional relations 
involving two consecutive terms of sequences. In this paper, we will be concerned with a class of 
second-order nonlinear difference equation of the form 
A (Pn (AYn) °) + qn+Zf(Yn+l) = 0, n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (1) 
where a is a quotient of positive odd integers, {P-}~=o is a positive sequence, and {qn}~°=l is a 
real (and possibly oscillating) sequence. We will assume further that the (nondecreasing) function 
f : R --* R satisfies the conditions that uf(u) > 0 for u # 0, and that 
f(u) - f(v) = g(u,v)(u - v) 6, u,v # O, (2) 
where ~ is a quotient of positive odd integers and g : R × R --* R is normegative. A number of 
dynamical behaviors of solutions of second-order difference quations are possible; here we will 
only be concerned with conditions which are sufficient for all solutions of (1) to be oscillatory. 
Our concern is motivated by several recent papers, especially those by Thandapani et al. [1], 
Wong and Agarwal [2,3], as well as Zhang and Chen [4]. In [1], the authors obtain oscillation 
criteria for a special case of (1): 
A2yn + q.+zf (y.+z) = 0, n = 0,1, 2,. . . .  (3) 
In [2], the authors employ techniques similar to those in [1] and obtain oscillation criteria for the 
equation 
A(p,~(Ay,~)~)+q,+zf(y,~+z) =r , , n---- 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  (4) 
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Unfortunately, the oscillation criteria in [2] are unsatisfactory since additional assumptions have 
to be imposed on the unknown solutions. More specifically, all the oscillation criteria in [2] 
assume ither 
[Ayn[ > L 1~(a-l), cr < 1, 
[Ayn[ <_ L 1~(a-l), ff > 1, 
for some positive number L, or 
IAy.I < oo, ~ = 1, 
where {Yn} is a solution of (4). Since solutions are unknown in general, these assumptions are, 
if not impossible, difficult to verify. 
We will bypass the above mentioned ifficulties for our equation (1) by means of techniques 
similar to those in [1,2,4,5], as well as the technique of "attenuation" (see the proof of Lemma 2 
below). At the same time, we will also be able to improve several recent results in [1,2,4,6]. 
Existence and uniqueness theorem for solutions of (1) is easily established by iteration method. 
Eventually positive, eventually negative and oscillatory solutions are defined in a routine manner 
and need not be repeated here. However, a useful emma will be needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. (See [5, Lemma 1].) Let f be a real nondecreasing function defined on R such that 
xf (x)  > 0 for x # O. Let {xk} be a real sequence such that xk > 0 for i < k < j + 1. Then 
~ Axk fzx~+l du ~ Axk 
k=i f (Xk----~ >- f(u---~ >- ' k=, f (Xk+l )  " 
Next, we sketch the proof of the following extension of Lemma 2.2 in [2] and Lemma 2.1 in [4]. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose {Yn}~=o is a solution of (1). Suppose fur*her that there exJst integers a, b, 
oo and c, a positive number #, as well as a positive sequence {Pn}n=a, such that 0 < a < b < c, and 
that 
n--l[ ] b-1 A a+6 
p. (~w)"  p~ (y . )  p.9 (y.+l, y.) > u, f (Ya) + E q,+lPs+l -- p" (AYs)~ Aps 
s=a f (Ya+l) + ,=aE Ps f (Y,) f (~/,+1) (5) 
n=b,b+ l , . . . ,c .  
H yn > 0 for a < n < c, then 
PnPn (Ayn) a < --/~f (Yb), n = b, b + 1, . . . ,  c, 
and / f  Yn < 0 for a < n < c, then 
PnPn (AYn) ° > -#f  (Yb), n = b, b + 1,. . . ,  c. 
PROOF. For the sake of convenience, let wn = pn(Ayn)~pn for n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  Then wnAyn = 
pn(Ayn)a+6pn > 0 for n _> 0, and 
Aw. = A (p. (Ay.) ')  p.+l + p. (Av.)* Aa~, 
so that, in view of (1), we have 
Awn 
f (v.+~) 
= --qn+hOn+l  
p. (Au.)- Ap. 
f (Yn+l) 
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Since 
Wn ~ f (y.) AW. - W. i f  (Y.+I) -- f (Yn)) 
Aw. w.g (y.+l, y.) (Ay.) 6 
f (Yn+l) f iY- )  f (Yn+l) 
p. (ay.)" ap, .  _ w.g (y.+l, y.) (ay.)  ~" 
= --qn+lPn+l + 
f (yn+l) f (yn) f (Y-+I) ' 
therefore, by summing from a to n - 1 ,  we have 
n- i  
Wn Wa 8~ a
s~)  = s-~.) + _. 
n-1 
q.+ip.+l - / (y.+l) + y:~ ~'g 
• =a f iYs) f iYs+I) 
(6) 
In view of (5), we see further that 
n-1 
• =b / (V') f (Y.+I) ' (T) 
when b < n < c. 
We now follow the same arguments in the proofs of [2, Lemma 2.2] and [4, Lemma 2.1] and 
conclude our proof. 
As a direct consequence, if {y.} is a positive solution of (1), and if there exists a positive 
sequence {p.} such that (Ay. )~Ap.  _< 0 for n k 0, that 
n 
li2i~f ~ q,. ,  > -o~, i8) 
$----0 
and that 
then 
oo 
E 1 
• =o (p.p.)l/. = oo,  (9) 
r',c° (AYa) ~+~ Pag (Y.+l, Yn) 
?-'P" f (y . ) f (y .+ l )  < o0. (10) 
s----0 
For otherwise there would exist nonnegative integers a, b, c and a positive number # such that 
(5) holds. Then in view of Lemma 2, 
P,~ lAY.)  a Pn <_ -#f  (Yb), n > b, 
which implies 
Ay~ < (M (yb)) I/~ n > b. 
(p.p,,) I / .  ' 
But then by means of (9), {Y.} will tend to -oo,  which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that 
,=~o P~/-'-~ = c~, 
lim ]Jix)l = c~, 
Ixl--,co 
i l l )  
(12) 
and 
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oO 
-~  < ~ q,+, < ~. 03) 
s=0 
/ f  {Y.} ~ a positive solution or a negative solution of (1), then 
and 
A a+6 £ p. (  v.) g(v.+~,w) 
f (Ys) f (Ys+I) m=O 
< eo, (14) 
A o" 
nm p" (u . )  = 0, 0s) ,,--~ : (y. )  
CO O0 p,, (a~.) ~ = ~ q,+, + ~ v. ( "v . :  +6g (v,+,,u,) 
f (Y~) s--n s--n f (Us) f (Us+X) 
(16) 
for a// large n. 
PROOF. Let {U-} be a positive solution of (1). By taking {pn} - {1}, we see that the remarks 
following the proof of Theorem 1 show that (14) is true. By means of the same reasoning used 
to derive (6), we see that 
n- i  n-1 p~ (A~.) ~ p,~ (Au~) ~ p. (Au.)~+~ g (y.+1, y.) 
f (Yn) = f (Ym) ~ q'+l-- Z f (Y,.) f (Ys+l) 
,$ ~ l r f t  ,$ ~11"n 
OQ 
:~ '}"Z  qs+l+Z ps (Ay')a+6f {,j.) f c'u. )g(Ya+l'Y') 
(17) 
for any m and n satisfying 0 <_ m < n, where 
= 
~k G 
f(vm) 
oo A a+6 q.+, - ~ P" (v , )  g (v.+,,v.) 
s=m .=m f (y') f (Y,+I) 
We assert hat # = O. Indeed, if # < O, we choose an integer n so large that 
q,+l -'3-~, 
I $~n | 
and 
Then 
c~ A c,+6 
P' (Y , )  g (Y ,+, ,Y , )  # 
,ffi. f(Ys) f(Ys+1) < -4"  
n-1  b-1 a+6 (Avo) g(y.+~,y.) p,. (Av,.: .f (y,,,) + ~]  q,+, + ~ P" 
,=,.,, .=,,, f (v,) f (~0+~) 
co vo A a+6 
=_~_~ q.+, z., v.) g(y.+,,y,) ,8 
.__. ,:~ ?(y-57[~,-TTJ) -> -~ 
>0,  
for n >_ b > m. By Lemma 2, we see that 
((-#12)/(Z~b)) w~ 
Ayn _ 1~/~. , n>_b. 
But then by means of (II), {y,} will tend to -oo, which is a contradiction. 
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If fl > O, then by (13), (14), and (17), we see that 
lim pn (AY**)a = fl > O, 
**--.co f (V,+I) 
and hence, Ay** > 0 for all large n. Let d be a nonnegative integer such that 
(Av, , )  * p,., B 
> -~, n > d. (18) 
/ (v**+d - ~ 
Then by Lemma 1, 
co A ~A O0 > ~-'~P.(/kYa)a+$g(Ya+l,Y.) = ~"~P.( Y.) f(Y.) 
~f  (V.) > 
>- - sT ) '  
which shows that f(ya) < oo for all large d. In view of (12) and the fact that {y**} is strictly 
increasing for all large n, we may now conclude that {y**} is bounded. On the other hand, in 
view of (18), we see that 
A't...jn > (flf ~Yc.---~) )l/ap~ 1/°', n>_d. 
But then in view of (11), {Yn} will tend to co, which is a contradiction. 
The case where {Yn} is negative is similarly proved. The proof is complete. 
We remark that in view of the proof of the above lemma, under the conditions (11) and (13), 
we have 
A ° co x-~ Pn(I/n) =~+~q,+l+~Ps(gYs)a+6 g(ys+l'y`) 
f (~/**) ,=n .=n f (Ya) f (Y.+I) ' 
and fl > 0. Therefore, if we now impose the additional condition that 
Oo 
qa+l ~ 0, for all large n, (19) 
z 8 ~t 
then (Ayn)¢/f(yn) > 0 for all large n. The following is now clear. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that (11), (13), and (I9) hold. If {Yn} is a nonosciilatory solution of (1), 
then yn(Ayn) a >_ 0 for a//large n. 
We are now ready to derive several oscillation criteria. 
THEOREM i. Suppose that (11), (12), and (13) hoJd, that 
f co du / - co  du 
0 < Sv-(~----~ < oo, ~ 11/~(~---~ < oo (20) 
for every e > O, and 
= oo. (21) 
Then every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
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PROOF. Let {y,} be an eventually positive solution of (1). Then in view of our assumptions, 
the equality (16) holds. Since the second sum in (16) is nonnegative, we see that 
_> i 
f (Yn) -~ ~ 
qs+l. 
I ")n 8~ n 
By taking the a th roots on both sides and then summing from a sufficiently large integer a to n -  1, 
and by Lemma 1, we see further that 
(Z / "° n-1 1 oo 
Z 7 q,+l 8=a I J8 \i=8 / 
n-z Ay. < [v..+~ du 
<- Z fll<, (y'~"~ ",. fl l ,( l l) ~ < o o  
for all n > a, which is contrary to (21). The case where {Yn} is eventually negative is similarly 
proved. 
We remark that when a = 6 = 1 and Pn = 1, our theorem reduces to that of Zhang and 
Chen [4, Theorem 3.1]. As an example, consider the superlinear difference quation 
A [(n - 1 ) -~Ay. ]  + 
1 
na(n + 1) 2 '- ' - - - lYn+l l~'Sgnyn+l O, n = 2, 3 , . . . ,  
where 7 > 1, a > 0, and/3 > O. When/3 > a, we have 
qi+l = S - 1) 0 s"(s 4- 1) 2 = O0; 
8=2 i=8 8=2 $'= 8 
thus, Theorem 1 asserts that every solution of the above equation is oscillatory. But the results 
in [2,4] are not applicable. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that a = r, that (11), (13), and (19) hold, and that g(u, v) >_ r > 0 for 
all u, v # O. Suppose further that there is a positive sequence {Pn} such that 
Ps (APs) 2 "~ = 
s=0 ~ qs+lPs+l ~ j 00. (22) 
Then every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let {Yn} be an eventually positive solution of (1). Then in view of Lemma 4, Ay,  _> 0 
for all large n. Furthermore, 
A fp .p .Ay . )  
k f(Yn) =--qn+lPn+l+ 
<_ --qn+lPn+l + 
= --qn+lPn+l + 
p,, (:,~,,)~ Ap,, p. (Au,,: p,,:, (f (y,,)) 
f (Yn-I-1) f (~/.) f (~/n-.F1) 
p.  (A~.)"  Ap. rp,~p,, (Ay,,) 2" 
f (Yn+l) -- f (Yn) f (Yn+l) 
~,, (~p,,)2 f (y,,) 
4Tpnf (Yn+l) 
(/ ~"P" (Au.) .  _ Ap,, (yn) f (yn+l) ) 1/2 I (Pnf(Yn) ,~1/2 
p,~ (Ap.) 2 f (y.) 
~_ - -qn+lPn+l  + 4~p.f (y.+z) 
p,, (Ap. )  2 
< -q.+zP,~+l + 
4"rpn 
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for all large n, where the last inequality holds since f is nondecreasing. Summing the above 
inequality from a sufficiently large integer N to n - 1, we obtain 
n-1 Ps (APs) 2 ~ PNpNAyN PnPnAyn < PNPNAyN 
E l  qs+lps+l ~ J < s=N ~. -- f (YN) f (Yn) -- f (YN) 
which is contrary to (22). The case where {]In} is eventually negative is similarly proved. 
We remark that a similar result has been obtained by Grace and Lalli [6, Theorem 2.1] for the 
difference quation 
A2xn + qnf (xn-~) = O, 
but they need the additional assumption that {qn} is eventually nonnegative. 
If we choose Pn = n ~ for n _> 0, where A > 1, then we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that a = r, that (11) and (19) hold and that g(u, v) >_ r > 0 for 
all u, v ~ O. Suppose further that 
oo 
E {q.+l(S -}- I) A 
s=1 
Ps } =00 4.rs_~ [(s + 1) ~ - sX] 2 
for some A > 1. 
If we choose 
where 
Then every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
Pn=F~,  A>I ,  n>O,  
n-1 1 
F,, = ~ - - ,  
s=0 Ps 
then we obtain the following corollary. 
n>_0, 
COROLLARY 2. 
all u, v ~ O. Suppose further that there is a positive sequence {Pn } such that 
s=O qs+l~s+l  - 4"r "F~ = oo 
for some X > 1. Then every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
As an example, consider the discrete Euler equation 
A2yn + (~t + 1) 2yn+l = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
where 7 > 1/4. If we take p, = n for n >_ 0, then 
Suppose that a = r = 1, that (11) and (19) ho/d and that g(u,v) > ~- > 0 for 
(23) 
{ } { 1} P' (aP')2 7(s + 1)(s + 1) -2 qs+lPn+l ~ = 
s=l  s= l  
__ ~-, 47s 2 8.21 47-1  1 
4 (s+l )s  =,=14-~7)  ,=z4(s ; l ) s  *°°' 
as n --* oo. By Theorem 2, every solution of (23) is oscillatory. It is known [7] that when 7 <- 1/4, 
(23) has a nonosciUatory solution. Hence, Theorem 2 is sharp. 
As a final example, consider the nonlinear difference quation 
\ ,  ( n A ) ~ 7 (Yn+l + y3+l) = O, n = 1,2, (24) 
A y,  + 'n+i  "-----'--~t ) . . . .  
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Since the corresponding g(u, v) satisfies 
g(u, v) = 1 + u 2 + uv + v 2 _> 1 + 2 lul - I~1 Ivl >_ z, 
if we take Pn = n for n _> 1, then  
q,+lP.+l p. (Ape) 2 = ~f I 
8¥I 4(8 I) 
when 7 > i/4. Thus, Theorem 2 asserts that every solution of (24) is oscillatory when 7 > 1/4. 
But the results in [2,4] are not applicable. 
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